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Doctor of Biblical Business Economics 
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Purpose Doctor of Biblical Business Economics is a field in applied economics 
which uses economic theory and quantitative methods to analyze business enterprises and 
the factors contributing to the diversity of organizational structures and the relationships of 
firms with labour, capital and product markets. A professional focus of the journal 
Business Economics has been expressed as providing 'practical information for people who 
apply economics in their jobs.'

Biblical Business economics is concerned with economic issues and problems related to 
business organization, management, and strategy. Issues and problems include: an 
explanation of why firms emerge and exist; why they expand: horizontally, vertically and 
spacially; the role of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship; the significance of organizational 
structure; the relationship of firms with the employees, the providers of capital, the 
customers, the government; the interactions between firms and the business environment.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Biblical 
Business Economics course list and any other coursework prescribed by the 
student's Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 
3.0 on a 4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.
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Time Limit
The Doctor of Biblical Business Economics program must be completed within 4 years 

from the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies 
to the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be 
extended due to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Biblical Business Economics

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DBE101 Financial Accounting 4 units
DBE102 Managerial Accounting 4 units
DBE103 Intermediate Financial Reporting 4 units
DBE104 Financial Statement Analysis 4 units
DBE105 Advanced Financial Accounting 4 units
DBE106 Strategic Cost Management 4 units
DBE107 Accounting Information Systems 4 units
DBE108 Auditing 4 units
DBE109 Individual Tax Accounting and Planning 4 units
DBE110 Managerial Economics 4 units
DBE111 Intermediate Macroeconomics 4 units
DBE112 Financial Markets 4 units
DBE113 Competing in the Global Economy 4 units
DBE114 International Finance 4 units
DBE115 Special Topics in Business Economics 4 units
DCM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Christian Business Administration
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Christian Business Administration provides an opportunity for working 
professionals to advance their career with a doctoral degree while still working in their 
field, also in the areas of consulting or teaching. International Lordland University seeks 
doctoral candidates with strong intellects, proper educational preparation, breadth and depth 
of managerial or professional experience, and the capacity for disciplined scholarly 
investigation.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Christian 
Business Administration course list and any other coursework prescribed by the 
student's Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 
3.0 on a 4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Christian Business Administration program must be completed within 4 
years from the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which 
applies to the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may 
be extended due to special extenuating circumstances.
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Prerequisites for the Doctor of Christian Business Administration

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DBE101 Financial Accounting 4 units
DBE102 Managerial Accounting 4 units
DBE103 Intermediate Financial Reporting 4 units
DBE104 Financial Statement Analysis 4 units
DBE105 Advanced Financial Accounting 4 units
DBE106 Strategic Cost Management 4 units
DBE107 Accounting Information Systems 4 units
DBE108 Auditing 4 units
DBE109 Individual Tax Accounting and Planning 4 units
DBE110 Managerial Economics 4 units
DBE111 Intermediate Macroeconomics 4 units
DBE112 Financial Markets 4 units
DBE113 Competing in the Global Economy 4 units
DBE114 International Finance 4 units
DBE115 Special Topics in Business Economics 4 units
DCM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Christian Leadership
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Christian Leadership is designed to provide qualified students the 
opportunity to achieve a high level of excellence in the practice of ministry. Christian 
leadership is no finer example for Christian leadership than our Lord Jesus Christ. He 
declared, 'I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep' 
(John 10:11). It is within this verse that we see the perfect description of a Christian 
leader. He is one who acts as a shepherd to those 'sheep' in his care.

When Jesus referred to us as 'sheep,' He was not speaking in affectionate terms. In 
truth, sheep rank among the dumbest animals in creation. A stray sheep, still within 
earshot of the herd, becomes disoriented, confused, frightened, and incapable of finding its 
way back to the flock. Unable to ward off hungry predators, the stray is perhaps the 
most helpless of all creatures. Entire herds of sheep are known to have drowned during 
times of flash flooding even in sight of easily accessible higher ground. Like it or not, 
when Jesus called us His sheep, He was saying that without a shepherd, we are helpless.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Christian 
Leadership course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's 
Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 
4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.
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Time Limit

The Doctor of Christian Leadership program must be completed within 4 years from the 
time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the 
degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due 
to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Christian Leadership 

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DCL101 Principles of Leadership 4 units
DCL102 Survey of Christian Leadership 4 units
DCL103 General Theories on Leadership 4 units
DCL104 Essential Traits of Leadership 4 units
DCL105 Vision and Goal-setting in Christian Leadership 4 units
DCL106 Christian Leadership in Management 4 units
DCL107 Global Strategic Leadership 4 units
DCL108 Spiritual Christian Leadership 4 units
DCL109 The Leader as Agent and Students 4 units
DCL110 Communication and Decision Making 4 units
DCL111 Global Dimensions of Leadership Today 4 units
DCL112 The Human Focus of Leadership 4 units
DCL113 Global Futures & System Dynamics 4 units
DCL114 Theological Foundations for Christian Education 4 units
DCL115 History and Philosophy of Christian Education 4 units
DCM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Christian Management
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The purpose of the Doctor of Christian Management program is to prepare students for 
the highest level of leadership in business and industry, to conduct and participate in 
research in the field of business administration and to teach business administration in 
colleges and universities. Students who earn this degree are qualified to enter academia or 
the top levels of business or government service. These graduates will have demonstrated 
excellence in their pursuit of academic study in their selected field. As with any quality 
Doctor of Christian Management. degree, the work is challenging but the rewards are 
substantial.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Christian 
Management course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's 
Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 
4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Christian Management program must be completed within 4 years from 
the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to 
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the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended 
due to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Christian Management

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DCM101 Research Methods 4 units
DCM102 Advanced Research Methods 4 units
DCM103 Graduate Seminar 4 units
DCM104 Contracts 4 units
DCM105 Advanced Paradigms in Business Management 4 units
DCM106 Advanced Reading in Business Administration 4 units
DCM107 Business Practice and Case Studies   4 units
DCM108 Special Topics in Business Administration I   4 units
DCM109 Special Topics in Business Administration II   4 units
DCM110 Special Topics in Business Administration III   4 units
DCM111 Business Competitive Intelligence 4 units
DCM112 Web Technologies for Business 4 units
DCM113 E-Commerce & Business 4 units
DCM114 Marketing Organization and Control 4 units
DCM115 Theory and Research in Consumer Branding 4 units
DCM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Christian Sports Mission
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

This degree is designed to prepare students to complete numerous responsibilities 
associated with coaching individuals in team and/or individual sport settings for the 
purpose of mission. The program of study leading to the Doctor of Christian Sports 
Mission degree is an advanced professional degree in preparation for leadership roles in 
cross-cultural ministries through sports.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Christian Sports 
Mission course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Christian Sports Mission program must be completed within 4 years 
from the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies 
to the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be 
extended due to special extenuating circumstances.
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Prerequisites for the Doctor of Christian Sports Mission

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DCS101 Advanced Exercise Physiology 4 units
DCS102 Contemporary Issues in Health & Fitness 4 units
DCS103 Advanced Strength & Conditioning 4 units
DCS104 Group Dynamics in Sports 4 units
DCS105 Selected Readings in Sports Theory 4 units
DCS106 Strategic Planning for Sports Organizations 4 units
DCS107 Psychological Aspects of Health and Fitness4 units
DCS108 Sports Psychology 4 units
DCS109 Sports Administration 4 units
DCS110 Computer Analysis in Sports 4 units
DCS111 Intercultural Communication 4 units
DCS112 Cross-Cultural Education 4 units
DCS113 Strategies for Cross-Cultural Ministry 4 units
DCS114 Theology of Religious Education 4 units
DCS115 Methods of Teaching 4 units
DCS799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Church Music
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The purpose of this degree program is to prepare professional music leaders for helping 
services and glorifying God and to equip servant leaders for the effective use music in 
the worship, education, fellowship, and mission of the church. The program of study 
leading to the Doctor of Church Music is designed to educate leaders for specialized 
expertise on Music. In this program, we provide students with meeting the needs of the 
music leaders and directors of church. So the students will possess highly developed 
academic and performance skills in music. Candidates are expected to select their area of 
specialization and will do their Doctoral Project within that area. In this project they may 
focus on such area of music as the following: Musicology, Vocal and Instrumental Music, 
Art Song, and Analytical Tech, etc.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Church Music 
course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Church Music program must be completed within 4 years from the time 
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the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the degree 
requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due to 
special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Church Music

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DMU101 Applied Instrument 4 units
DMU102 Applied Voice 4 units
DMU103 Advanced Seminar in Composition 4 units
DMU104 Advanced Seminar in Conducting 4 units
DMU105 Advanced Seminar in Church Music 4 units
DMU106 Advanced Seminar in Church Music Administration 4 units
DMU107 Advanced Seminar in Harmony 4 units
DMU108 Advanced Seminar in Counterpoint 4 units
DMU109 Advanced Seminar in Choral Arrangement 4 units
DMU110 Advanced Seminar in Music Education 4 units
DMU111 Advanced Seminar in Music History 4 units
DMU112 Hymnology 4 units
DMU113 History of Practical Church Music 4 units
DMU114 Music in Mission 4 units
DMU115 Pastoral Theology in Church Music 4 units
DMU799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Divinity
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The purpose of this degree program is to equip one for a higher level of competence 
in the practice of ministry. The Doctor of Divinity degree program is designed to serve 
the need of ministers for an experience of continuing education which renews the personal 
life of faith, further develops professional competence and stimulates continued growth in 
Biblical and theological foundations for ministry. The program of studies leading to the 
Doctor of Divinity degree is designed for qualified men and women who are engaged in 
pastoral and related ministries. The candidates are challenged to develop their ministerial 
skills and to refine and articulate a Biblical theology of ministry while in a setting of 
ministry. 

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Divinity course 
list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral Committee 
with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Divinity program must be completed within 4 years from the time the 
student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the degree 
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requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due to 
special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Divinity

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DDV101 Church Administration 4 units
DDV102 Theology of Pastoral Care 4 units
DDV103 Spiritual Formation 4 units
DDV104 Pastoral Leadership 4 units
DDV105 Contemporary Ethical Problems in Ministry 4 units
DDV106 Expository Preaching 4 units
DDV107 Evangelistic Preaching 4 units
DDV108 The Theology of Worship 4 units
DDV109 Foundations of Church Growth 4 units
DDV110 Seminar in Evangelism 4 units
DDV111 Special Studies in Christian Education 4 units
DDV112 Advanced Pastoral Counseling 4 units
DDV113 Comparative Religious Apologetics 4 units
DDV114 Seminar in Theological Studies 4 units
DDV115 Extensive Readings 4 units
DDV799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Family Ministry
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Family Ministry program can be taken in class or through guided 
independent studies by International Lordland University. The program is designed to 
provide believers with basic counseling skills and approaches foundational for effective 
ministry to families in the local church. Upon completing this concentration, Students will 
be able to: Enhance the practice of ministry, gaining a high level of competency in its 
fields, Refine the academic ability of the theological and biblical knowledge for the 
excellence in ministry, Formulate a comprehensive and critical theory of ministry, 
Demonstrate an advanced understanding and integration of ministry in relation to the 
biblical, theological, academic, and pastoral disciplines, Demonstrate the proficiency to 
develop the therapeutic, preventive, educative, and facilitative skills of Family Ministry, 
Evidence to effectively work with people in the local church and Family Ministry setting. 
Evidence the Christ-like character worthy of being emulated and whose integrity impacts 
credibility for successful ministry 

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Family Ministry 
course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.
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Time Limit

The Doctor of Family Ministry program must be completed within 4 years from the 
time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the 
degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due 
to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Family Ministry

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DFM101 Family Education and Counseling Research 4 units
DFM102 Research Design 4 units
DFM103 Biblical Studies on Family Ministry 4 units
DFM104 Advanced Pastoral Counseling 4 units
DFM105 Family Ministry Program Development 4 units
DFM106 Team Ministry Research 4 units
DFM107 Special Topics in Family Studies 4 units
DFM108 Advanced Field Experience 4 units
DFM109 Cross-cultural Education and Family Ministry 4 units
DFM110 Interpersonal and Intercultural Relationship 4 units
DFM111 Christian Marriage and Family Counseling 4 units
DFM112 Christian Counseling and Psychotherapy 4 units
DFM113 Research Method 4 units
DFM114 Pastoral Counseling 4 units
DFM115 Human Growth and Development 4 units
DFM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Healing Ministry
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Healing Ministry is deigned to pioneer the biblical effective way of 
Christian healing ministry. That is primarily composed of practical aspects of pastoral 
ministry characterized by a holistic approach combining preaching, praying, and healing. It 
will be done through research, education, and training. Ultimately, the purpose of this 
program is to prepare a divinely-called servant and Spirit-filled leader of healing ministry 
for establishing the Kingdom of God in hearts of sinners. Jesus' ministry is composed of 
teaching, preaching, and healing. In this program, students will seek the ways of healing 
done by Jesus Christ in the four Gospels. So emphasis is placed on practical ways of 
healing. Also, we emphasize the growth of personal and interpersonal relations in faith 
with establishing a Biblical theology of healing. 

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Healing 
Ministry course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Healing Ministry program must be completed within 4 years from the 
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time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the 
degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due 
to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Healing Ministry

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DHM101 Study on Healing Missiology 4 units
DHM102 Study on Healing Theology 4 units
DHM103 Study Healing Anthropology 4 units
DHM104 Study on Healing Ethics 4 units
DHM105 Seminar on Divine Healing 4 units
DHM106 Study on Clinical Education and Pastoral Care 4 units
DHM107 Study on Inner Healing 4 units
DHM108 Study on Medical Mission History 4 units
DHM109 Study on Science and Christian Faith 4 units
DHM110 Study on Team Ministry in Healing 4 units
DHM111 Study on Healing Counseling 4 units
DHM112 Study on Christianity and Other Religions 4 units
DHM113 Seminar in Psychoneuroimmunology and Healing 4 units
DHM114 Study in Human Growth and Development 4 units
DHM115 Study in Pathogenesis 4 units
DHM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Medicine Mission
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Medicine Mission is deigned to pioneer the biblical effective way of 
Christian healing ministry. The program is designed to provide believers with basic 
Healing skills and approaches foundational for effective ministry. These graduates, who are 
guided by Christian principles, Theological thinking, lifelong learning, and ethical values, 
support the community and the Medicine Mission profession by functioning as 
service-oriented practitioners and are pledged to excellence in patient care, guided by a 
belief in human worth and dignity, and dedicated to the optimization of human health and 
function.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Medicine 
Mission course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Medicine Mission program must be completed within 4 years from the 
time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the 
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degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due 
to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Medicine Mission

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DMM101 Mental Health 4 units
DMM102 Obstetrical Nursing 4 units
DMM103 Leadership and Supervision 4 units
DMM104 Hospice/ Health Care 4 units
DMM105 Home Health Care Clinical 4 units
DMM106 Healing Missiology 4 units
DMM107 Healing Ethics 4 units
DMM108 Divine Healing 4 units
DMM109 Clinical Education and Pastoral Care 4 units
DMM110 Inner Healing 4 units
DMM111 Medical Mission History 4 units
DMM112 Team Ministry in Healing 4 units
DMM113 Healing Counseling 4 units
DMM114 Psychoneuroimmunology and Healing 4 units
DMM115 Study in Pathogenesis 4 units
DHM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Missiology
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Missiology is deigned to pioneer the biblical effective way of Christian 
healing ministry. The purpose of Missiology degree program is designed to educate leaders 
for specialized expertise on Missiology and cognate disciplines for research and teaching. 

The program of study leading to the Doctor of Missiology degree is an advanced 
professional degree in preparation for leadership roles in cross-cultural ministries.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Missiology 
course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Missiology program must be completed within 4 years from the time the 
student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the degree 
requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due to 
special extenuating circumstances.
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Prerequisites for the Doctor of Missiology

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DMO101 Theory of Missions 4 units
DMO102 Theology of Missions 4 units
DMO103 History of World Missions 4 units
DMO104 The Holy Spirit in the Mission of the Church 4 units
DMO105 Pauline Theology and the Mission Church 4 units
DMO106 The Third World Mission Theology 4 units
DMO107 Missionary Encounter with World Religions 4 units
DMO108 Thinking Missiologically 4 units
DMO109 Missionary and Spirituality 4 units
DMO110 Missionary Life and Work 4 units
DMO111 Contextual Theology 4 units
DMO112 Cross-Cultural Issues in Ministry 4 units
DMO113 Cross-Cultural Church Planting 4 units
DMO114 Intercultural Communication 4 units
DMO115 Missions and Culture 4 units
DMO799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Art
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Religious Art is deigned to pioneer the biblical effective way of 
Christian healing ministry. The Doctor of Religious Art provides a broad overview of the 
Christian arts areas, and a subject concentration in a single area of Christian vocation. In 
every Doctor of Religious Art course, learners will encounter Biblical applications within 
the course content. Courses in the Doctor of Religious Art program are devoted to the 
study of biblical truth in light of contemporary issues and ideas, and to raise future 
Christian art leaders in this digital age. Doctor of Religious Art courses cause learners to 
encounter the very best thinking in the subject areas with which the program deals: 
Humanities, arts, social sciences, and science and culture. Every course in the Doctor of 
Religious Art program integrates a scriptural perspective based on the truth of the Bible. 
Learners can expect to encounter God's Word or a Christian worldview in every course. 
Students will deepen their knowledge of the subject area and to prepare themselves as 
professionals in religious art areas

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious Art 
course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.
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Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Art program must be completed within 4 years from the time 
the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the degree 
requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due to 
special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Art

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DAT101 Seminar on Great Christian Art 4 units
DAT102 Seminar on Christianity in the Modern Media 4 units
DAT103 Christian Music as Art 4 units
DAT104 Seminar on Film As Christian Art 4 units
DAT105 Seminar on Christian Philosophy of Logic 4 units
DAT106 Seminar on Philosophy of Christian Ethics 4 units
DAT107 Seminar on Expression and the Human Experience 4 units
DAT108 Modern Religious Art 4 units
DAT109 Classical Christian Art and Architecture 4 units
DAT110 Dynamics of Interpersonal Communication 4 units
DAT111 Foundations of Knowledge in Church History 4 units
DAT112 Biblical Astronomy and the Cosmos 4 units
DAT113 Biblical Psychobiology 4 units
DAT114 Origins of Life 4 units
DAT115 Christian Philosophies of Art and Beauty 4 units
DAT799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Children Education
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

Upon completing this concentration, Students will be able to Enhance the practice of 
ministry, gaining a high level of competency in its fields, Refine the academic ability of 
the theological and biblical knowledge for the excellence in ministry, Formulate a 
comprehensive and critical theory of ministry, Demonstrate an advanced understanding and 
integration of ministry in relation to the biblical, theological, academic, and pastoral 
disciplines. Evidence their ministry skills related to Religious Child Education, Demonstrate 
the ability to develop, evaluate, and administer curriculum in church educational programs, 
and Evidence the Christ-like character worthy of being emulated and whose integrity 
impacts credibility for successful ministry  

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious 
Children Education course list and any other coursework prescribed by the 
student's Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 
3.0 on a 4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Children Education program must be completed within 4 years 
from the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies 
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to the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be 
extended due to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Children Education

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DCE101 Biblical Studies 4 units
DCE102 Present Issues in Pastoral Counseling 4 units
DCE103 Christian Child Education 4 units
DCE104 Spiritual Christian Leadership 4 units
DCE105 Mission Perspectives 4 units
DCE106 Theology of Ministry 4 units
DCE107 Social Work and Child Ministry 4 units
DCE108 Family Life Education 4 units
DCE109 Administering the Church Child Education Program 4 units 
DCE110 Theological Foundation for Child Education 4 units
DCE111 History and Phil of Child Education 4 units
DCE112 Present Issues in Christian Education 4 units
DCE113 Curriculum Design in Child Education 4 units
DCE114 Learning Theory Applied to Child Education 4 units
DCE115 Philosophies of Art and Beauty 4 units
DCE799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Counseling
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The purpose of this degree program is to prepare students for service as professional 
counselors. In this program, we seriously integrate Christian principles and values with 
effective counseling techniques in order to provide the church and community with the 
best services possible. The program of studies leading to the Doctor of Religious 
Counseling is designed to educate the whole person, developing the knowledge, values, 
and skills necessary for effective professional service, within the framework of reasoned 
Christian world view. Candidates will choose their area of specialization and will do their 
Doctoral Project within that area. In this project they may focus on such area of 
counseling as the following: Biblical Counseling, Crisis Counseling, Healing Counseling, 
and Marriage and family Counseling, etc

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious 
Counseling course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's 
Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 
4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Counseling program must be completed within 4 years from 
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the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to 
the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended 
due to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Counseling

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DCO101 Pastoral Counseling 4 units
DCO102 Human Growth and Development 4 units
DCO103 Counseling Troubled Youth 4 units
DCO104 Biblical Approach to Human Relations 4 units
DCO105 Family Education and Counseling Research 4 units
DCO106 Special Topics in Family Studies 4 units
DCO107 Advanced Child Education 4 units
DCO108 Dynamics of Adolescent Education & Counseling 4 units
DCO109 Childhood Education & Counseling 4 units
DCO110 Adult and Senior Education & Counseling 4 units
DCO111 Advanced Abnormal Psychology 4 units
DCO112 Alcoholism and Substance Abuse 4 units
DCO113 Cross-cultural Education and Family Ministry 4 units
DCO114 Interpersonal and Intercultural Relationship 4 units
DCO115 Christian Counseling and Psychotherapy 4 units
DCO799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Education
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The purpose of the study for the degree of Doctor of Religious Education is to prepare 
student for top-level leadership in Religious education for seminaries, publishing agencies, 
social service agencies, and denominational organizations. The program of study leading to 
the Doctor of Religious Education is designed for qualified men and women who are 
engaged in teaching related ministries. Leaders in the field of education are seen as those 
who assume a facilitating role in accomplishing the goals and objectives of an education 
system whether it be as a superintendent, principal, curriculum director, instructional 
supervisor, or university administrator. 

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious 
Education course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's 
Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 
4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Education program must be completed within 4 years from the 
time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the 
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degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due 
to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Education

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DED101 Administration of Religious Education 4 units
DED102 Educational Psychology 4 units
DED103 Educational Leadership in The Church 4 units
DED104 Philosophies of Religious Education 4 units
DED105 Personal and Interpersonal Development 4 units
DED106 Life Span Development in Educational Ministry 4 units
DED107 Theology of Religious Education 4 units
DED108 Methods of Teaching 4 units
DED109 Curriculum in Religious Education 4 units
DED110 Curriculum Evaluation 4 units
DED111 Educational Ministry to Children 4 units
DED112 Educational Ministry to Youth 4 units
DED113 Educational Ministry to Adults 4 units
DED114 Alternative Delivery Systems in Education 4 units
DED115 Special Studies in Christian Education 4 units
DED799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Law Studies
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Religious Law Studies is designed to provide qualified students the 
opportunity to achieve a high level of excellence. Doctor of Religious Law Studies is its 
unabashed enthusiasm for the life of the mind--the conviction that ideas matter, that they 
are worth discussing, and that legal education should devote itself to learning for 
learning's sake. Emphasizing the acquisition of broad and basic knowledge of law, an 
understanding of the functioning of the legal system, and the development of analytic 
abilities of the highest order, a Religious legal education prepares students for any 
professional role they might choose--legal practice or legal education, entrepreneurial 
ventures, international private or public law practice, corporate practice, government 
service, alternative dispute resolution including arbitration and mediation, or work with 
non-profit organizations. Graduates do many things in their careers, and they all take with 
them the analytic skills emphasized during. International Lordland University is committed 
to educational opportunities and does not discriminate against applicants, students, or 
employees based on race, color, national origin, religion, gender, age, veteran’s status, 
sexual orientation or identity, or disability. Moreover, International Lordland University is 
open to people of all races.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious Law 
Studies course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.
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Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Law Studies program must be completed within 4 years from 
the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to 
the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended 
due to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Law Studies 

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DRL101 Civil Procedure 4 units
DRL102 Contracts 4 units
DRL103 Legal Reasoning & Analysis 4 units
DRL104 Legal Research & Persuasion 4 units
DRL105 Legal Research & Persuasive Writing 4 units
DRL106 Business Associations 4 units
DRL107 Constitutional Law 4 units
DRL108 Evidence 4 units
DRL109 Legal Letters 4 units
DRL110 Professional Responsibility 4 units
DRL111 Senior Writing 4 units
DRL112 Criminal Procedure 4 units
DRL113 Family Relations 4 units
DRL114 Remedies 4 units
DRL115 Trial Practice 4 units
DCM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Literature
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Religious Literature course is to provide students with fundamental 
understanding of various literary genres in view of creative writing. Through a study of 
poetic theories of Western and Oriental classics, students in the course will develop their 
poetry writing abilities, and the origin and its development, characteristics, structure, and 
kinds of the novel are the main points of this course. Students will be encouraged to use 
the knowledge of these elements in their novel writing. Historical survey of critical 
theories will provide students with proper understanding of literary criticism in general and 
will suggest a way of finding their own method of approaching literary works. 

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious 
Literature course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's 
Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 
4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Literature program must be completed within 4 years from the 
time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the 
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degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due 
to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Literature

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DLT101 Special Topics in Poetry Writing 4 units
DLT102 History of Modern korean Literature 4 units
DLT103 Creative Writing Seminar in Playwriting 4 units
DLT104 Modern Authors 4 units
DLT105 Theory of Criticism 4 units
DLT106 Study on Juvenile Literature Writer 4 units
DLT107 History of Korean Literary Thoughts 4 units
DLT108 Study on Modern Poetry's Style 4 units
DLT109 Special Topics in Modern Fiction 4 units
DLT110 Contemporary Works 4 units
DLT111 Study on Modern Poetics Aesthetics 4 units
DLT112 Study on Modernism 4 units
DLT113 Creative Writing Seminar in Fiction 4 units
DLT114 Special Topics in Playwriting 4 units
DLT115 Study on Realism 4 units
DLT799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Philosophy
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Religious Philosophy offers a deep and fascinating exploration into 
humanity's search for meaning. Through the study of religion students acquire a deeper 
understanding of ideas, beliefs and concerns that have influenced and continue to influence 
human existence. The Department is dedicated to fostering an environment that furthers 
religious understanding on its background, ideology, thought systems of the East and the 
West. Doctor of Religious Philosophy will deal with contemporary critical theory in the 
academic study of religious philosophical themes, doctrines and theories of different 
religious thought systems and an advanced working knowledge of major religious 
socio-cultural traditions.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious 
Philosophy course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's 
Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 
4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Philosophy program must be completed within 4 years from 
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the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to 
the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended 
due to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Philosophy

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DPH101 Comparative Religious Ethics 4 units
DPH102 Islamic Philosophy 4 units
DPH103 Philosophy of Religion 4 units
DPH104 Indian Religious Philosophy 4 units
DPH105 East Asian Buddhist Philosophy 4 units
DPH106 Asian Ethical Systems 4 units
DPH107 Greek Religious Philosophy 4 units
DPH108 Problems in Medieval Religious Philosophy 4 units
DPH109 Modern Religious Philosophy: Descartes to Kant    4 units
DPH110 19th-Century Religious Philosophy         4 units
DPH111 Rabbinic Judaism: Literature, History, and Beliefs   4 units
DPH112 Jews, Gentiles, and Christians in the Ancient World 4 units
DPH113 Religion and Medicine 4 units
DPH114 Religion and the Meaning of Existence 4 units
DPH115 God, Self and World 4 units
DPH799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Psychology
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

Takes religious phenomena as objects of inquiry either to be described or to be 
explained by principles of psychology. Relationships between psychology and religion are 
complicated by the fact that little consensus exists on the meaning of either of these 
terms. Psychology is less a single science than a generic discipline defined by the 
methods and procedures that, when consensually shared, identify the various schools of 
psychology. These schools have produced largely distinct literatures and research traditions 
that collectively constitute the current psychology of religion. Each school is itself 
heterogeneous so that even in identifying a particular school it is best to refer to it in the 
plural.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious 
Psychology course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's 
Doctoral Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 
4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Psychology program must be completed within 4 years from 
the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to 
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the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended 
due to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Psychology

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DPY101 Making & Problem Solving 4 units
DPY102 Cognitive Neuroscience 4 units
DPY103 Perception 4 units
DPY104 Developmental Psychology 4 units
DPY105 Developmental Psychology Lab 4 units
DPY106 Psych of Thought & Language 4 units
DPY107 Development of Humor 4 units
DPY108 Developmental of Humor Lab 4 units
DPY109 Sports and Childhood 4 units
DPY110 Sports and Childhood Lab 4 units
DPY111 Cognitive Development 4 units
DPY112 Social & Emotional Development 4 units
DPY113 Social Psychology 4 units
DPY114 Theories of Personality 4 units
DPY115 Social Psychology/ Gender 4 units
DCM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Social Welfare
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The primary purpose of the Doctor of Religious Social Welfare program is to provide 
educational opportunities to doctorate students who are competent social workers to 
upgrade them for specialist level social work practice. In turn, the Doctor of Religious 
Social Welfare students will understand, and promote the value and ethics of the social 
work profession; actively engage in the educational process and make a commitment to 
ongoing development of the professional self; master the knowledge base necessary for 
specialist level social work practice including role and impact of social policy and policy 
analysis with particular attention to social and economic justice; develop the 
communication, relationship, the ability to integrate theories, knowledge and values, in 
order to assess multi-level client systems, and provide appropriate services to those who 
are culturally diverse, oppressed or vulnerable. The study of religious social welfare offers 
a deep and fascinating exploration into social work and social welfare. Through the study 
of religious social welfare students will enable a deeper understanding of mission, values, 
knowledge base, methods and services of the profession. The Department is dedicated to 
fostering an environment that furthers the areas of religious social welfare for the level of 
biblically grounded social work practice and advances the Kingdom of God on the earth.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious Social 
Welfare course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.
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Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Social Welfare program must be completed within 4 years 
from the time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies 
to the degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be 
extended due to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Social Welfare

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DSW101  Special Areas of Social Welfare 4 units
DSW102  Applied Statistics 4 units
DSW103  Social Welfare Policy and Services 4 units
DSW104  Micro Practice in Social Work 4 units
DSW105  Supervision and Consultation 4 units
DSW106  Staff Development 4 units
DSW107  Introduction to Health Policy 4 units
DSW108  Health Needs: Health Care Systems and Social Work 4 units
DSW109  Field Instruction 4 units
DSW110  Health Policy Analysis 4 units
DSW111  Introductory Research Methodology 4 units
DSW112  Community Mental Health 4 units
DSW113 Independent Social Welfare Project 4 units
DSW114 Social Welfare Research 4 units
DSW115 Contemporary Issues in Social Welfare 4 units
DSW799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Religious Studies
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The study of religion offers a deep and fascinating exploration into humanity's search 
for meaning. Through the study of religion students acquire a deeper understanding of 
ideas, beliefs and concerns that have influenced and continue to influence human 
existence. The Department is dedicated to fostering an environment that furthers religious 
understanding between the East and the West. Doctor of Religious Studies will deal with 
contemporary critical theory in the academic study of religious philosophical themes, 
doctrines and theories of different religious thought systems and an advanced working 
knowledge of major religious socio-cultural traditions. 

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Religious 
Studies course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Religious Studies program must be completed within 4 years from the 
time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the 
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degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due 
to special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Religious Studies

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DRS101 Seminar on Women and Religion 4 units
DRS102 Seminar on Comparative Religious Ethics 4 units
DRS103 Seminar on Studies in the History of Islam 4 units
DRS104 Seminar on Religions of China 4 units
DRS105 Seminar on Religions of India 4 units
DRS106 Seminar on Comparative Religion 4 units
DRS107 History and Theory of the Study of Religion 4 units
DRS108 Seminar on Philosophy of Religion 4 units
DRS109 Seminar on Religion and Psychology 4 units
DRS110 Seminar on Religion and Society 4 units
DRS111 Rabbinic Judaism: Literature, History, and Beliefs 4 units
DRS112 Christian Ethics and Modern Society 4 units
DRS113 Jews, Gentiles, and Christians in the Ancient World 4 units
DRS114 Seminar on Mysticism of East and West 4 units
DRS115 Seminar on Religion and the Meaning of Existence  4 units
DRS799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Theology
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Theology degree is an advanced academic degree intended to prepare 
students for professional careers in teaching, writing, and scholarship in academics(colleges, 
universities or seminaries), in publishing, religious organizations, social service 
organizations, or foundations. The Doctor of Theology program emphasizes theological 
studies in the context of 'secular' university research disciplines and is characterized by a 
series of careful balances. Students are given considerable latitude to design their programs 
to meet specific needs and interests. This freedom is exercised under the guidance of the 
student's Doctor of Theology doctoral committee, who establish examination and 
dissertation protocols which form the structure of the student's program. The Doctor of 
Theology program's freedom and flexibility encourages students to work on fresh issues 
and with emerging methodologies. The School of Theology's standard of scholarship 
represents a balance of committed study of the theological disciplines and perspectives. 
The Doctor of Theology program students study Christian traditions either from within(as 
a member) or with a deep respect for the beliefs and practices of the tradition. 

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Theology course 
list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral Committee 
with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Theology program must be completed within 4 years from the time the 
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student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the degree 
requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due to 
special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Theology

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DTH101 Biblical Chronology 4 units
DTH102 The Pastoral Epistles 4 units
DTH103 Textual Criticism of the New Testament 4 units
DTH104 Textual Criticism of the Old Testament 4 units
DTH105 The Life of Christ 4 units
DTH106 Parables 4 units
DTH107 Revivalism 4 units
DTH108 Pauline Theology 4 units
DTH109 Pietism 4 units
DTH110 The Doctrine of Sanctification 4 units
DTH111 Theology of Missions 4 units
DTH112 Theology and Sociology of the City 4 units
DTH113 Theology and the Environment 4 units
DTH114 Theological Issues in the Contemporary Ecumenical Movement 4 units
DTH115 Church Management 4 units
DTH799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Worship Dancing
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

Study and be eager and do your utmost to present yourself to God approved (tested by 
trial), a workman who has no cause to be ashamed, correctly analyzing and accurately 
dividing (rightly handling and skillfully teaching) the Word of Truth.”2 Timothy 2:15

We minister and teach the Word of Truth with our bodies through a dancer’s language 
of movement. Therefore, it is just as important for us to be approved, analyze and 
become more skillful in the vehicle through which we minister this Truth.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Worship 
Dancing course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Worship Dancing program must be completed within 4 years from the 
time the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the 
degree requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due 
to special extenuating circumstances.
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Prerequisites for the Doctor of Worship Dancing

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DWD101 Korean Dance 4 units
DWD102 Modern Dance 4 units
DWD103 Ballet 4 units
DWD104 Dance literacy 4 units
DWD105 Practice of Instrument 4 units
DWD106 History of Dance 4 units
DWD107 Commonness Korea Dance 4 units
DWD108 Musical Dance 4 units
DWD109 Technic of Modern Dance 4 units
DWD110 Appreciation of Dance work 4 units
DWD111 Dance Therapy 4 units
DWD112 History of 20C Dance 4 units
DWD113 Line Dance 4 units
DWD114 Dance Kinesiology 4 units
DWD115 Stage Engineering 4 units
DCM799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Doctor of Yogic Studies
......................................................................................................................................... 68 units

The Doctor of Yogic Studies program can be taken in class or through guided 
independent studies by International Lordland University. The goals of yoga are varied and 
range from improving health to achieving moksha. A serious practitioner of Yoga(someone 
pursuing the higher spiritual and religious goals of Yoga) takes upon themselves a life of 
austere self-discipline common to nearly all forms of mystical and religious life. The 
practices that constitute this self-disciplined life are called in yoga yama and niyama. This 
self-discipline is the 'yoke' that one puts upon oneself for the purpose of attaining 
moksha. An alternative definition is that Yoga is the method of yoking, or unifying, the 
lower egoistic personality to the higher via a process of sublimation.

Degree Requirements

• Successfully complete a minimum of 60 units of coursework determined by the 
student and the student's Doctoral Committee from the Doctor of Yogic Studies 
course list and any other coursework prescribed by the student's Doctoral 
Committee with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale.

-. Successfully complete the Integrative Review
-. Successfully complete 60 units of concentrated course work. 
-. Successfully complete 8 units of the Dissertation.
-. Successfully complete the degree requirements within the time limit.

Time Limit

The Doctor of Yogic Studies program must be completed within 4 years from the time 
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the student commenced the first course, as a regular student, which applies to the degree 
requirements. This time limit, at the option of the university, may be extended due to 
special extenuating circumstances.

Prerequisites for the Doctor of Yogic Studies

Total: 68 units

A student’s academic transcripts will be evaluated and, if any prerequisites are lacking, 
appropriate courses must be taken. All courses are 4 units each.

Coursework: 60 units
Dissertation  8 units   
Total 68 units

Course# Course Title  units    

DYS101 Hatha-Yoga Practice 4 units
DYS102 Yoga Psychology 4 units
DYS103 Religious Psychotherapy 4 units
DYS104 Comparative Study on Yoga 4 units
DYS105 Counseling for Adolescents 4 units
DYS106 Human Development 4 units
DYS107 Vijnaptimatra Studies 4 units
DYS108 The History of Oriental Thoughts 4 units
DYS109 Family Ministry 4 units
DYS110 Meditation and Counseling 4 units
DYS111 Yoga Psycho physiology 4 units
DYS112 Yoga Philosophy 4 units
DYS113 Sanskrit 4 units
DYS114 Study on Diamond Sutra 4 units
DYS115 Studies of Original Yoga-Text 4 units
DYS799 Dissertation 8 units    
Total: 68 units
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Course Descriptions

DCL101  Principles of Leadership 4 units
This course is designed to give an analysis of the tasks, styles and models of leadership 
according to the Bible and ?the church in a context for Christian leadership.

DCL102  Survey of Christian Leadership 4 units
An analysis of the tasks, styles and models of leadership, giving special emphasis to the 
biblical guidelines and church context of Christian leadership. 

DCL103  General Theories on Leadership 4 units
A critical survey of theories on leadership in history from Plato’s Republic to the 
contemporary leadership studies. The history of leadership and contributions from various 
disciplines will be included. It will also explore biblical perspectives on leadership, 
including such topics as leadership styles: authoritarian, dictatorial or democratic. 

DCL104  Essential Traits of Leadership 4 units
All the essential traits of leadership, such as wisdom, integrity, courage and creativity will 
be reviewed from the biblical perspective, and John 10:11 will be discussed as the key 
essence of Christian leadership. The spirit of self-sacrifice is the key in differentiating true 
leadership from false ones. 

DCL105  Vision and Goal-setting in Christian Leadership 4 units
The belief in a person’s God-given mission to exercise his or her leadership for the 
advancement of His kingdom must be translated into a clear vision and SMART (specific, 
measurable, attainable, realistic, and tangible) goals, and these goals must be implemented 
period. 
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DCL106  Christian Leadership in Management 4 units
Personnel management, crisis management, temptation management, management of 
rebellions, and management of failures will be extensively studied on the basis of biblical 
examples. Especially, the Jethroian management will be expatiated in personnel 
management (Exodus 18:1-23).

DCL107  Global Strategic Leadership 4 units
This course provides an understanding of global issues; cross-cultural concepts focusing on 
people groups, values, and how to build teams of diverse while respecting local values; 
and maintaining unity of focus and accomplishment. 

DCL108  Spiritual Christian Leadership 4 units
Recognize biblical qualities in the lives of people committed to furthering the coming of 
the Kingdom of God. 

DCL109  The Leader as Agent and Students 4 units
Students examine leadership and organizational theory from the three perspectives of 
theology, psychology and sociology studying at least one theory in depth and reporting an 
exhaustive literature review of all that we know about the theory and demonstrate 
appropriate scholarly writing technique. In addition, students explore their own leadership 
development within a scriptural framework. 

DCL110  Communication and Decision Making 4 units
Students examine organizations through the use of communication and values audits and 
explore how leaders affect both "real" and virtual organizations through decision-making. 
In addition to the organizational diagnosis and development of the audits, students hone 
research skills by writing a full research proposal requiring the understanding of and 
ability to write about researchable problems, concepts that explain the problem, the extant 
literature relating to the problem, appropriate research and data collection methods as well 
as appropriate analysis techniques. 
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DCL111  Global Dimensions of Leadership Today 4 units
Students examine the role of the leader in a global and/or multi-national organization with 
a focus on the role of the leader in the future. This requires that students take scripturally 
sound current thinking about leadership concepts and extrapolate into the future and 
determine the future relevance of current thinking as well as look for future leadership 
styles and methods that will be culturally relevant in a global setting. 

DCL112  The Human Focus of Leadership 4 units
Provides a framework for studying strategic leadership as it explores the role of followers 
interacting with other followers and the organization's leader. Examine and understand 
group formation and development both in the face-to-face organizational environment, as 
well as the virtual organization. Through this examination, discover the different role that 
communication plays in the virtual environment. Discuss various concepts of 
transformational leadership that result in leaders developing future leaders of their 
followers. In addition, examine the role of self-development and building accountability 
among leaders in a support network. 

DCL113  Global Futures & System Dynamics 4 units
Investigates how the world system of 2050 may be a dynamic arrangement of 
interconnected parts, and how developing countries of the global South will fare within 
the global economy. Students examine existing forecasts and use computer models to 
generate alternative scenarios in demographic, environmental, economic, and socio-political 
domains. Students gain practical experience in using system dynamics to help global 
organizations in their policy-making process. 

DCL114  Theological Foundations for Christian Education 4 units
An exploration of the theological perspectives concerning the educational questions of 
content, teacher, pupil, context, methodology, and objectives. It will examine the ways in 
which differing theological concepts affect the nature and purpose of Christian education 
practices.
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DCL115  History and Philosophy of Christian Education 4 units
This course is a broader study of the historical development of educational thought and 
practice in the church, with electives on the emerging and contemporary educational 
philosophies
DTH101  Biblical Chronology 4 units
A study of the chronological questions related to such biblical area as Genesis, the 
Kingdom era, the Gospels, Acts and the Apostles.

DTH102  The Pastoral Epistles 4 units
An exposition of 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus with emphasis on interpretive problems and 
relevance to contemporary church life. 

DTH103  Textual Criticism of the New Testament 4 units
A brief history of textual criticism; the relative value of manuscripts; major theories of 
textual criticism; application of critical methods to selected passages. 

DTH104  Textual Criticism of the Old Testament 4 units
The theory and practice of textual criticism with special attention the scrolls of Qumran 
and the Septuagint. 

DTH105  The Life of Christ 4 units
A study of Christ’s earthly life using a harmony of the Gospels.

DTH106  Parables 4 units
The principles of interpretation of Christ’s parables, their use in contemporary preaching, 
and eschatological considerations. 

DTH107  Revivalism 4 units
Biblical principles and examples of revival’ consideration of revivals throughout Christian 
history with emphasis upon American revivalism and evangelization.
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DTH108  Pauline Theology 4 units
A study of the major doctrines enunciated in Paul’s epistles.

DTH109  Pietism 4 units
Early expressions of pietism in Roman Catholicism; Protestant pietistic movement; impact 
of pietism upon; modern evangelicalism. 

DTH110  The Doctrine of Sanctification 4 units
Biblical emphasis; historical preview; implications for Christian counseling.

DTH111  Theology of Missions 4 units
Theology of missions and evangelism from a reformed perspective; principles of personal 
and corporate evangelism and cross-cultural communications of the Gospel. 

DTH112  Theology and Sociology of the City 4 units
An examination of the city in biblical and theological perspective and an introduction to 
the sociology of urban systems, structures, and conditions that create problems and/or 
provide hope. 

DTH113  Theology and the Environment 4 units
Explores the relationships between Christian theology- with a special emphasis on Catholic 
social teaching- and concern for the environment. Criticisms of Christian theologies in 
accordance 3with new ecological insights will also be suggested. 

DTH114  Theological Issues in the Contemporary Ecumenical Movement  4 units
Implications of recent ecumenical discussion for Ecclesiology and Christology, and an 
analysis of ecumenical statements on sacraments, ministry, mission and community. 

DTH115  Church Management 4 units
Biblical principles and practical aspects of church management; special attention to church 
officers and assemblies; the pastor’s role; purpose and procedures of biblical church 
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discipline. 

DTH799  Dissertation 8 units
Individual study in any topic relevant to business administration. The topic must be 
approved by the dissertation committee and the student must follow the steps as advice by 
his or her advisor. A student must make a progress report and present his or her work to 
the dissertation committee and in a seminar. Finally, the student must pass the oral 
defense of the dissertation.

DBE101  Financial Accounting 4 units
Helps students become informed users of firms' external financial reports. The basic 
structure and contents of such reports and the process by which they are prepared will be 
studied. Discussion topics will include what items are included in the reports, how such 
items are measured, and how various economic events affect them. An understanding of 
what can be inferred from the reports about past performance, present position, and future 
prospects of the firm will be developed.

DBE102  Managerial Accounting 4 units
Introduces students to the basic terminology and concepts of cost accounting, and provides 
an introductory coverage of product costing, cost allocation, budgetary control, 
responsibility accounting, and the use of cost information in resource allocation and other 
managerial decisions. Textbook material and real-world examples are used to engage 
students in extensive problem-solving.

DBE103  Intermediate Financial Reporting 4 units
Covers the conceptual framework of financial accounting and its influence on Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles, with special emphasis on the valuation of assets and 
measurement of income. Requirements include reading the original pronouncements on 
GAAP, making oral presentations, and writing short position papers on various accounting 
issues of current interest. Required for all accounting majors.
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DBE104  Financial Statement Analysis 4 units
Financial statement analysis focuses on the evaluation of publicly traded company financial 
statements and related note disclosures as well as the correlation of this historical financial 
data with the company's stock prices. This course helps students develop a systematic 
approach to analyzing reported financial data and understanding the underlying risks and 
possible inconsistencies across companies. Requirements of the course include interim 
exams and written and oral presentations of analysis.

DBE105  Advanced Financial Accounting 4 units
This course covers topics that are of particular interest to financial report preparers and 
auditors. Special emphasis is placed on accounting for business combinations and 
consolidated financial reporting. Other topics include international accounting, accounting 
for partnerships, and accounting by fiduciaries.

DBE106  Strategic Cost Management 4 units
The quality, timeliness and credibility of the cost information used in corporate 
decision-making can have a significant impact on value creation. This is because cost 
information is important not only in strategy formulation and in the development and 
implementation of action plans that link strategies to value creation, but also because such 
data serve as measures of financial performance for products, processes, organizational 
sub-units and managers. In particular, product and service cost estimates have a major 
influence on corporate strategic decisions such as pricing, resource allocation, product 
development, supply chain design and customer focused management. In addition, product 
costs are informative signals of operational efficiency. Therefore, they constitute financial 
measures of the success of management actions such as continuous improvement and 
business process reengineering. Over-aggregate or obsolete cost systems can have a 
significant adverse impact on cost reduction in particular and overall corporate strategy 
and competitiveness in general.

DBE107  Accounting Information Systems 4 units
Deals with both the design and implementation of accounting-information systems and 
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their ability to collect data on the activities of the organization, to accumulate and 
summarize it, and to make the information available to managers for analysis, decision 
making, and control. Special emphasis is placed on the problems inherent to this effort. 
This course is required for all accounting majors.

DBE108  Auditing 4 units
Introduces the auditing process and profession. Main topics include the nature and purpose 
of auditing, auditing standards, professional conduct, auditor legal liability, and approaches 
in auditing financial statements. Emphasizes a risk-based approach to selecting appropriate 
auditing techniques. Examines the auditor's decision process relating to internal control 
assessment, audit sampling, and obtaining audit evidence about financial accounts. Also 
examines the extent of the auditor's responsibility to uncover fraud. This course is 
required for all accounting majors.

DBE109  Individual Tax Accounting and Planning 4 units
This course focuses on individual tax return preparation and planning. Students will learn 
how to calculate the taxes associated with a variety of personal, investment, property, and 
sole-proprietorship transactions. Concepts will be reinforced through the preparation of 
actual tax returns that reflect different combinations of such transactions. Students will 
develop tax planning skills by considering how various transactions can be restructured to 
minimize the current or future tax liability.

DBE110  Managerial Economics 4 units
Analysis of economic factors affecting decisions made by business firms. Demand and 
cost analysis, and alternative policies from the firm's point of view.

DBE111  Intermediate Macroeconomics 4 units
Analysis of economy with attention to the business cycle, output of goods and 
services(GNP), inflation, unemployment, and government's fiscal and monetary policies. 
How the economy affects individuals and firms and how to deal effectively with the 
economic environment. 
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DBE112  Financial Markets 4 units
Analysis of the structure and functions of the money and capital markets; the 
saving-investment process and financial intermediaries; supply and demand for lendable 
funds and the level and structure of interest rates, role of Federal Reserve and Treasury 
in money market developments. 

DBE113  Competing in the Global Economy 4 units
Examines the global environment for business and the challenges facing managers in this 
environment. Explores the implications of the common phrase 'think global-act local.' 301. 

DBE114  International Finance 4 units
Asset choice and institutional operations in international finance, foreign exchange 
problems, the impact of international financial problems and operations on business, short- 
and long-term international financing.

DBE115  Special Topics in Business Economics 4 units
Study and research on topics of current concern to faculty and students. Only offered 
when allowed by faculty availability and sufficient student interest. Seminar content to be 
announced in advance of scheduled offerings. 

DBE101  Financial Accounting 4 units
Helps students become informed users of firms' external financial reports. The basic 
structure and contents of such reports and the process by which they are prepared will be 
studied. Discussion topics will include what items are included in the reports, how such 
items are measured, and how various economic events affect them. An understanding of 
what can be inferred from the reports about past performance, present position, and future 
prospects of the firm will be developed.

DBE102  Managerial Accounting 4 units
Introduces students to the basic terminology and concepts of cost accounting, and provides 
an introductory coverage of product costing, cost allocation, budgetary control, 
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responsibility accounting, and the use of cost information in resource allocation and other 
managerial decisions. Textbook material and real-world examples are used to engage 
students in extensive problem-solving.

DBE103  Intermediate Financial Reporting 4 units
Covers the conceptual framework of financial accounting and its influence on Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles, with special emphasis on the valuation of assets and 
measurement of income. Requirements include reading the original pronouncements on 
GAAP, making oral presentations, and writing short position papers on various accounting 
issues of current interest. Required for all accounting majors.

DBE104  Financial Statement Analysis 4 units
Financial statement analysis focuses on the evaluation of publicly traded company financial 
statements and related note disclosures as well as the correlation of this historical financial 
data with the company's stock prices. This course helps students develop a systematic 
approach to analyzing reported financial data and understanding the underlying risks and 
possible inconsistencies across companies. Requirements of the course include interim 
exams and written and oral presentations of analysis.

DBE105  Advanced Financial Accounting 4 units
This course covers topics that are of particular interest to financial report preparers and 
auditors. Special emphasis is placed on accounting for business combinations and 
consolidated financial reporting. Other topics include international accounting, accounting 
for partnerships, and accounting by fiduciaries.

DBE106  Strategic Cost Management 4 units
The quality, timeliness and credibility of the cost information used in corporate 
decision-making can have a significant impact on value creation. This is because cost 
information is important not only in strategy formulation and in the development and 
implementation of action plans that link strategies to value creation, but also because such 
data serve as measures of financial performance for products, processes, organizational 
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sub-units and managers. In particular, product and service cost estimates have a major 
influence on corporate strategic decisions such as pricing, resource allocation, product 
development, supply chain design and customer focused management. In addition, product 
costs are informative signals of operational efficiency. Therefore, they constitute financial 
measures of the success of management actions such as continuous improvement and 
business process reengineering. Over-aggregate or obsolete cost systems can have a 
significant adverse impact on cost reduction in particular and overall corporate strategy 
and competitiveness in general.

DBE107  Accounting Information Systems 4 units
Deals with both the design and implementation of accounting-information systems and 
their ability to collect data on the activities of the organization, to accumulate and 
summarize it, and to make the information available to managers for analysis, decision 
making, and control. Special emphasis is placed on the problems inherent to this effort. 
This course is required for all accounting majors.

DBE109   Individual Tax Accounting and Planning 4 units
This course focuses on individual tax return preparation and planning. Students will learn 
how to calculate the taxes associated with a variety of personal, investment, property, and 
sole-proprietorship transactions. Concepts will be reinforced through the preparation of 
actual tax returns that reflect different combinations of such transactions. Students will 
develop tax planning skills by considering how various transactions can be restructured to 
minimize the current or future tax liability.

DBE110  Managerial Economics 4 units
Analysis of economic factors affecting decisions made by business firms. Demand and 
cost analysis, and alternative policies from the firm's point of view.

DBE111  Intermediate Macroeconomics 4 units
Analysis of economy with attention to the business cycle, output of goods and 
services(GNP), inflation, unemployment, and government's fiscal and monetary policies. 
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How the economy affects individuals and firms and how to deal effectively with the 
economic environment. 

DBE112  Financial Markets 4 units
Analysis of the structure and functions of the money and capital markets; the 
saving-investment process and financial intermediaries; supply and demand for lendable 
funds and the level and structure of interest rates, role of Federal Reserve and Treasury 
in money market developments. 

DBE113  Competing in the Global Economy 4 units
Examines the global environment for business and the challenges facing managers in this 
environment. Explores the implications of the common phrase 'think global-act local.' 301. 

DBE114  International Finance 4 units
Asset choice and institutional operations in international finance, foreign exchange 
problems, the impact of international financial problems and operations on business, short- 
and long-term international financing.

DBE115  Special Topics in Business Economics 4 units
Study and research on topics of current concern to faculty and students. Only offered 
when allowed by faculty availability and sufficient student interest. Seminar content to be 
announced in advance of scheduled offerings. 

DCM101  Research Methods 4 units
Presents a basic grounding in research methods available to business scholars. Students 
will examine, discuss, and use these methods in class assignments.
 
DCM102  Advanced Research Methods 4 units
Uses a structured environment to assist with the preparation of the student’s dissertation 
proposal. This course should be taken just prior to the preparation of your dissertation. 
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DCM103  Graduate Seminar 4 units
Presentations and discussions of literature dealing with the theory and practice of various 
disciplines. Includes the preparation and presentation of students’ original work.

DCM104  Contracts 4 units
This course teaches the basic principles of contract formation. Students will learn about 
contract enforceability, breach and remedies for breach, third-party interests and choice of 
law.

DCM105  Advanced Paradigms in Business Management 4 units
The meaning and importance of paradigms to business research; pervasive paradigms such 
as positivism and interpretivism in business and management research areas; issues related 
to assessing scholarly research and theory building; conceptualization and presentation of a 
research model; practical skills for applying knowledge of continuous improvement 
processes in business and management.

DCM106  Advanced Reading in Business Administration 4 units
Advanced reading on currently important topics of interest within the business 
Administration community.

DCM107  Business Practice and Case Studies 4 units
Issues relating to specific case studies; issues that are covered more generally in other 
courses within the Doctor’s program; leverage awareness of generic questions and business 
practices at the level of specific organizations; illustration of general principles through 
specific experience; an emphasis on in-class participation and on real workplace situations.

DCM108  Special Topics in Business Administration I 4 units
Special topics on currently important issues within the business administration community.

DCM109  Special Topics in Business Administration II 4 units
Special topics on currently important issues within the business administration community.
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DCM110  Special Topics in Business Administration III 4 units
Special topics on currently important issues within the business administration community.

DCM111  Business Competitive Intelligence 4 units
This course describes intelligence and outlines its functions for the business world. The 
course advocates a shift from mere acquisition of adversaries’ secrets to a deeper 
understanding of developments throughout the total environment in which you and your 
adversaries are operating. The course examines the design and management of intelligence 
systems able to cope with change, cope with the global arena and cope with the 
information glut impacting on the modern business. Topics will include: information 
operations, knowledge management, information environment, design and management of 
intelligence systems, e-business issues, security issues, and the capture and dissemination 
of information and knowledge. 

DCM112  Web Technologies for Business 4 units
This course introduces students to the key technologies for business use of the World 
Wide Web. The web is being used increasingly as a common delivery method for the 
supply of business functionality to an organization’s internal staff, customers and business 
partners. Familiarity with web technologies is one of the key criteria for the efficient and 
effective functioning of a modern business. 

DPY101  Making & Problem Solving 4 units
Study of critical thinking skills through an understanding of psychological factors. Practical 
strategies are explored in relation to hypothesis formation and evaluation, decision making, 
problem solving and creativity, reasoning, and memory. Applications are emphasized.

DPY102  Cognitive Neuroscience 4 units
Explores brain systems responsible for cognitive processes in normal humans, integrating 
theory from texts and current research from original sources.
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DPY103  Perception 4 units
Empirical and theoretical approaches to the psychology of perception with an emphasis on 
vision. Topics include the perception of form, color, depth and motion as well as the 
effects of attention and experience.

DPY104  Developmental Psychology 4 units
This class examines physical, socio-cultural, intellectual and emotional aspects of growth 
and development from conception to death. Students are introduced to theories, methods, 
concepts, and issues relevant to the scientific study of development across the lifespan. 
Topics covered include: the major theoretical and methodological issues in developmental 
psychology, social, cognitive, and physical development in infancy, childhood, adolescence, 
and adulthood.

DPY105  Developmental Psychology Lab 4 units
Various advanced research laboratory exercises and training in experimentation and data 
analyses.

DPY106  Psych of Thought & Language 4 units
Explores the dynamic interface between psychological thought and language throughout 
development. Focuses on early expression and understanding of meaning in infants and 
young children and on analysis of everyday conversations and activities of children as a 
window on developing understandings of the world.

DPY107  Development of Humor 4 units
What is humor and how does it develop? Babies produce their first social laugh at 3-4 
months of age and people continue to laugh throughout their lifespan. We will examine 
humor from a variety of perspectives, including social, cognitive, and biological to 
understand where humor comes from, how it develops, and the purposes it serves.

DPY108  Developmental of Humor Lab 4 units
Students will examine and produce humor projects.
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DPY109  Sports and Childhood 4 units
We will examine the psychology of sports participation and observation on children and 
adolescents. Topics include: gender representation of fans and participants on teams; 
identity development of athletes; influences of family expectations of sport participation; 
and the ability of sports to bring together or pull apart countries, families, and friends.

DPY110  Sports and Childhood Lab 4 units
Students will conduct projects examining sports and childhood.

DPY111  Cognitive Development 4 units
Cognition in children from infancy through adolescence. Basic and current research on 
children's understanding of the social and physical world. Focus on major theoretical 
perspectives: Piaget's constructivist approach, information processing approach, and 
sociocultural approach.

DPY112  Social & Emotional Development 4 units
An examination of contemporary theory and research on social and emotional 
psychological development from infancy through childhood.

DPY113  Social Psychology 4 units
Social psychology is a scientific area in the discipline of psychology that seeks an 
understanding of how people feel, think, and behave in social situations. Students are 
introduced to the theories, research methods, and seminal findings of social psychology. 
Topics covered include: attitudes, perceptions of others, social influence, social identity and 
the self, attraction, aggression, and intergroup dynamics.

DPY114  Theories of Personality 4 units
Survey of the major contemporary theories of personality. Theoretical positions are 
compared and critically examined along various significant dimensions, including their 
relationships to the total field of psychology. Methods of personality assessment as related 
in theory construction.
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DPY115  Social Psychology/ Gender 4 units
Explores the ways in which social psychological processes are influenced by societal 
norms around notions of gender. In doing so, students will be introduced to how culture, 
social class, and sexuality shape people's experiences of what it means to be a woman or 
man in contemporary U.S. society. The course also includes discussions of how power 
dynamics influence people's understanding of gender from a social psychological 
perspective.

DSW101  Special Areas of Social Welfare 4 units
Consideration of a topic or issue in the field of social work knowledge or practice is 
selected on the basis of faculty and student interest.

DSW102  Applied Statistics 4 units
Basic introduction to statistical methods and tests. Specific course topics include 
measurement, probability, distribution, tables and graphs, estimation and hypothesis testing, 
and linear models. Emphasis is placed on interpreting and presenting statistical outputs, 
including reports generated by computer programs.

DSW103  Social Welfare Policy and Services 4 units
Introduction to the analysis of social policies and programs. Based upon frameworks of 
policy dimension, values, and knowledge, selected social policies are examined within a 
historical and contemporary context. The principles of social and economic justice are 
used in analyzing social policies and programs. Attention given to the differential impact 
of these policies and services on at-risk and oppressed populations. 

DSW104  Micro Practice in Social Work 4 units
Introduces the values, models, methods, and processes of social work practice with 
individuals, families, groups, and at-risk and oppressed populations. History, structure, and 
values of the profession, the agency context of practice and the importance of basing 
practice decisions on the interventions with documented effectiveness. Emphasizes a 
generalist and systems perspective, beginning interviewing and relationship skills, problem 
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assessment, goal setting, and contracting with special attention on attributes of the client 
system such as race, gender, sexual orientation, age, ethnicity, and socioeconomic class.

DSW105  Supervision and Consultation 4 units
The philosophy, principles, and methods involved in supervisory processes; supervision and 
consultation as administrative arrangements for program implementation; educational and 
administrative components; the supervisor-worker relationship; differences between the 
supervisory process of professional and paraprofessional personnel, differentiation between 
supervision and consultation processes and relationships. 

DSW106  Staff Development 4 units
Staff development as an organizational function in relation to agency goals; planning 
development programs through job and task analysis and skill measurement; educational 
methods applied to staff development; and the development, implementation, and evaluation 
of training programs. 

DSW107  Introduction to Health Policy 4 units
An overview of the evolution and role of health policies and institutions in the United 
States with particular emphasis on the political, economic, organizational, demographic, and 
professional factors that have influenced them. Special attention will be given to the 
elderly, mentally ill, and developmentally disabled.

DSW108  Health Needs: Health Care Systems and Social Work  4 units
Life cycle characteristics of health, illness, and disability affecting individual, family, and 
community: indepth study of selected prototypical health needs and illnesses. Emphasis on 
provider/consumer participation in health care, advocacy, and teamwork. Introduction to our 
health care system service delivery and dilemmas. Critical influence of government and 
financing on practice. 
DSW109  Field Instruction 4 units
Introduces social work practice and provides the initial experience of practice in a social 
work setting. Students are placed in a social service agency where, under a qualified 
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instructor, they are assigned experiences which enable them to apply, integrate, and extend 
the theoretical knowledge learned in the classroom. 

DSW110  Health Policy Analysis 4 units
Analytic approaches for understanding the dynamics of current health care systems 
focusing on cost-benefit, resource allocation, technological forecasting, simulation, and 
financing. 

DSW111  Introductory Research Methodology 4 units
Introduction to research methods in social work including content on defining social work 
research problems, developing and testing hypotheses, the logic of causal inference, 
sampling, measurement (including reliability and validity), basic skills in data analysis and 
research utilization, the ethics of research, and research issues concerning human diversity. 
Emphasizes methods and content relevant to social work practice and the problems of 
social welfare. 

DSW112  Community Mental Health 4 units
Elective course in community mental health. Devoted to identification and analysis of the 
programs, policies, theories, principles, issues, and professional roles associated with a 
community mental health approach. After an overview of how our present programs and 
philosophy evolved, examination in detail of the various structural aspects of community 
mental health. Development and utilization of an analytic framework to assess a 
community mental health philosophy. Makes considerable use of public health concepts 
and principles. Examination of social work roles and role problems associated with a 
community mental health approach. 

DWD101  Korean Dance 4 units
Understanding principle of korean dance based on learning basic rhythm and pace.

DWD102  Modern Dance 4 units
Learning various movement languages from expressive body works which based on 
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principle of modern dance movements.

DWD103  Ballet 4 units
Holding rationality of body training from teaching in phase and controling standard 
movement of ballet in order to correcting right postures and muscles.

DWD104  Dance literacy 4 units
Understanding essential principle of dance to reconstruct dance theory from analyzing 
dance history.

DWD106  History of Dance 4 units
This course aims to introduce the history of the western dance to students by providing a 
general view on the development of the human act of dancing diachronically. The 
introduction of various western dances from the primitive forms in the ancient times 
through the developed and complete format of the ballet in the 19th century is to 
encourage students to obtain a better understanding of dance, especially those developed in 
the western society as a human art form, from looking closely at the different kinds of 
dances that have been invented and evolved through the history of the mankind with a 
culture-oriented point of view and analyzing the causes, impacts and historical implications 
of their changes.  As a result, the historical overview is to get students better equipped 
with the knowledge of and insights into dance as world citizens.

DWD107  Commonness Korea Dance 4 units
Traditional dance with percussion instrument; practice Korean traditional dance, playing the 
percussion instrument.

DWD108  Musical Dance 4 units
Modern dance movement based on the diversity of the musical artistry of dance and pop 
music made in meeting with a character based on choreography, with its focus on 
movement and vocal training, dance and multi-musical approach is 
easiertolearntobeamusicaldance.
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DWD109  Technic of Modern Dance 4 units
Techniques for modern dance; develop understanding of various works of dance with 
promoted expressiveness and basic techniques.

DWD110  Appreciation of Dance work 4 units
This course helps students develop ability to engage in creatical and creative analysis of 
dance programs. Comprehensive study provides insight into the various elements of dance, 
its relation to other areas of art.

DWD111  Dance Therapy 4 units
Based on the body principles, this course aims at physical and mental stability as wellas 
core through fundamental body movements mainly focued on the capabilities of 
understanding and adjusting emotional states. Such capabilities include breathing, body 
awareness, and self-searching.

DWD112  History of 20C Dance 4 units
Students are trained to Understand objective tendency about the characters and expression 
of modern dance based on historic and social backgrounds and artistic value that the art 
of dance has from 20th century up to recently.

DWD113  Line Dance 4 units
This course aims to learn the world characteristics of an international country line dance, 
and helps students understand the technique of every category in line dance through 
practice and acquire an ability and quality as leader of line dance.

DWD114  Dance Kinesiology 4 units
A field of applied science, dance kinesiology involves analytical studies of physical 
activities. It is the study of human activity. Physics, anatomy and physiology are needed 
to practice dance efficiently.


